The best way to build business web apps in Java

Vaadin is the company behind the open-source Vaadin frameworks and web components. We have developed business web applications and technologies that run them for over 20 years. Vaadin is trusted by 150 000+ developers and 40% of Fortune 500 companies.

Business apps run the world

Business web apps run all modern enterprises. They are used to solve complex and mission-critical problems to enable employees and businesses to succeed.

Developing and maintaining enterprise-grade apps can be a difficult task since they require:

- **Security** in a world with increased cyber threats
- **Reliability** to ensure users can always complete their work
- **Collaboration** between users, no matter where they work
- **Accessibility** so everyone can use the app
- **Usability** to avoid mistakes and be productive while using the app
- **Compatibility** with the latest web technologies
- **Future proofing** so that business can keep running.

From our customers and users

“By utilizing the expertise of Vaadin services team, we were able to quickly train our development team and reduce our time to release our new applications.”

-Todd Montpas, Rockwell Automation

“We were particularly pleased with their design services that helped us in efficiently and smoothly transform the usability and visual look of the application. Our customers have also been very excited about the improvements.”

-Kimmo Pyhäjärvi, CGI

“I discovered Vaadin a bit more than 10 years ago, and that was love at first sight.” 

-Nicolas Fränkel
Vaadin helps you build better business web apps

Vaadin provides you with the UI components, tools, and support you need to succeed whether you’re looking to build a new app or modernize an existing app.

**Great developer experience.** Vaadin includes a comprehensive set of high-quality UI components, intuitive Java frameworks and integrated tooling that help you turn complex business requirements into apps with ease.

**Great user experience.** All Vaadin UI components are designed and tested to be easy to use and accessible. Support remote and hybrid workers by enabling real-time collaboration with Collaboration Engine.

**Secure by default.** Flow apps run on the server for maximal security and minimal attack surface. Client-side Hilla apps automatically validate input both on the client and the server.

**Dependable.** Vaadin offers industry-leading support for everything we do. Get up to 15 years of support for any Vaadin release to ensure your applications stay secure and functional as long as they need.

**Reliable.** Vaadin has more than 20 years of experience in developing business web apps and the technologies that run them. Vaadin is used by more than 150,000 developers including 40% of Fortune 500.

Ready to get started with Vaadin?

**Try Vaadin →**

See how easy it is to build a business web application with our 10-minute quickstart tutorial.

**Contact us →**

Have any questions? Contact us, and we’ll help you get started!